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ABSTRACT
The story of twilight sleep is an important, yet neglected, episode in the history of obstetric pain relief in Britain. One reason for its neglect in historical writing is that most of the discussion of the therapy took place in newspapers, particularly the Weekly Dispatch. Using digitised newspapers, as well as medical journals, this article reconstructs the largely overlooked story of twilight sleep in Britain. Twilight sleep was comprised of two drugs, scopolamine and morphine, which acted together to remove the pain of labour, as well as memory of it. Twilight sleep gained popularity in 1915 in Britain, a year after it became popular in America, on which most scholarship has focused. One of the main advocates for the use of twilight sleep in Britain was Hanna Rion, who wrote a series of weekly articles in 1916 campaigning for its use. Rion’s articles, and the response to them, show how the rise in popularity of twilight sleep reflected concerns about a declining birth rate amidst the backdrop of World War I. Through studying twilight sleep we see how women began to see themselves as consumers and shape medical practice, before the natural childbirth movement, which has traditionally been attributed to. Therefore, twilight sleep provides us with the missing link in the story of obstetric anaesthetics, between the discovery of chloroform in 1847 and the natural childbirth movement in the 1930s.

INTRODUCTION
In 1915, Hanna Rion, an American writer and artist living in Cornwall, launched an appeal for the use of a method of pain relief during childbirth known as ‘twilight sleep’. Rion claimed that the new drug offered a better alternative to ether and chloroform. These drugs had been used in childbirth since 1847 but their safety was highly contested (Symonds 2008, 50, 55). Furthermore, many women were unable to access pain relief due to a lack of practitioners offering it or a lack of funds to pay for such a treatment (Williams 1997, 124; Beinart 1990, 116, 118, 128–29). Therefore, by the turn of the century, many women continued to give birth without pain relief (Caton 1999, 133). Even in 1948, 101 years after Simson’s famous discovery, only 52% of women were given pain relief in labour, despite gas and air machines having become commonplace in most hospitals (Bourke 2014b, 1288). Twilight sleep consisted of a mixture of scopolamine and morphine and was first trialled during labour in 1902. The morphine acted to relieve pain and scopolamine acted to erase the mother’s memory of the birth. The practice was quickly employed in Freiburg by obstetricians Bernhardt Kronig and Karl Gauss, who published an article in 1906, reporting the safe and effective use of twilight sleep in 500 cases (Claye 1939).

While contemporaries recognised Hanna Rion as the ‘pioneer of twilight sleep’, little is known about her life (Buchan Observer and East Aberdeen-shire Advertiser 1916, 2). She was born in 1875 in South Carolina and moved to Cornwall in 1913 with her husband, Frank Ver Beck. In 1915, Rion published a book on the history and use of twilight sleep, entitled ‘Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep’ (Ver Beck 1915), before writing a weekly column advocating for its use in The Weekly Dispatch, a tabloid newspaper printed in London. The column, published from 11 June to 15 October 1916, launched a high-profile crusade to promote twilight sleep in Britain. A second book on the subject, Golden Motherhood, appeared in late 1916. In 1917 Rion was appointed matron of a maternity hospital in London, having been instrumental in establishing 11 maternity hospitals in England (Tovey n.d). Although Rion, an artist lacking medical training, never explicitly mentions what ignited her interest in twilight sleep, in ‘Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep’ Rion mentions being sent to Freiburg to write an article for an American magazine, The Ladies Home Journal; on the experiences of mothers using twilight sleep. It appears that this is where she gained her interest and following the visit she started her investigations into the use of twilight sleep (Ver Beck 1915, 39). In ‘Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep’, Rion describes how she spent 6 months researching twilight sleep prior to publishing her book, reading articles in the British Medical Association (BMA) library, as well as translating medical reports of the method from German medical journals and visiting physicians who practised the method in Britain (Ver Beck 1915, 9, 42).

By focusing on Rion and The Weekly Dispatch’s crusade, this paper offers the first full history of twilight sleep in Britain in the early twentieth century (Rion 1916e, 7). While various historians—notably Judith Walzer Leavitt and Jacqueline Wolf—have written about the female-led twilight sleep movement in America, comparatively little attention has been paid to developments in Britain. There is to date no comparable history of the twilight sleep movement and its consequences for Britain. Both Jennifer Beinart and Susan Williams discuss twilight sleep while providing a history of obstetric analgesia in Britain, however, both devote relatively little attention to this phase in obstetric history, overlooking its significance in shaping obstetric practice today (Beinart 1990, 120; Williams 1997, 128–29). Other historians have looked at the impact of twilight sleep in countries besides Germany, America and Britain, demonstrating its international impact. For example,
Linda Bryder wrote about Dr Doris Gordon who used twilight sleep in her practice in Stratford, New Zealand (Bryder 2017, 98). Leavitt’s groundbreaking study highlighted the irony that while twilight sleep campaigners advocated for control in childbirth, the treatment they fought for made them unconscious during labour and thus gave more control to their doctors. For Leavitt, the twilight sleep movement helped distance women from their bodies, rather than gain control over it, and moreover helped to drive a larger transformation of birth from a ‘natural home event’ to an ‘illness requiring hospitalization and physician attendance’ (Leavitt 1986, 6). Wolf also attributes changes in how physicians treated birth and how women experienced it to twilight sleep. Wolf notes that twilight sleep required and also helped to facilitate greater medical control, for instance by introducing restraints into the labour room. This contributed to the rise of the obstetrician, as opposed to the general physicians who attended the vast majority of births in the early twentieth century (Wolf 2009, 70). For both historians, the twilight sleep movement nonetheless demonstrated the power of consumers to shape medical practice, as well as starting a new cultural practice of resuming normal activity soon after giving birth. At the same time, twilight sleep accustomed upper-class and middle-class women to the hospital, with the promise of more sophisticated anaesthetic techniques meaning some women continued to embrace hospital-based maternity care. The twilight sleep movement is one of the earliest examples of newspapers playing an activist role in a prominent health issue. At the time of the twilight sleep campaign, discussion of medical treatments was primarily confined to medical journals, particularly in cases of disputes between physicians. Rion, as well as other proponents of the treatment, used the newspapers to promote their cause and in doing so, began to transform the relationship between physicians and consumers. Newspapers had played a similar role in 1911 when the Daily Mail promoted wholesale meal due to its nutritional benefits (Weatherall 1995). Both campaigns were controversial not only because of what they promoted but because it was not commonplace or considered proper to discuss medical matters in the lay press. Though it will be argued that ultimately the campaign was unsuccessful in building medical consensus about the value and safety of twilight sleep, as in the USA the British ‘crusade’ brought discussion of medical matters into the lay press and prompted women to campaign for choice and control over how they gave birth.

Although there are similarities between the British twilight sleep story and the American story, as told in the accounts by Leavitt and Wolf, there were also unique underlying social factors which shaped the reception of twilight sleep in Britain. War had broken out across Europe in 1914 and was claiming the lives of many British men. Women, who had been fighting for the right to vote in the years previously, stayed at home bringing up families and taking over the jobs men left behind. Studying the twilight sleep movement in Britain enhances our understanding of the intertwined histories of obstetric anaesthesia, consumerism and the media. Moreover, we shall see how twilight sleep was a ‘stepping stone’ between the discovery of chloroform and the mid-twentieth-century natural birth movement (Mosccoli 2003; Skowronska 2015; Snow 2008).

I will be drawing on articles from the British Medical Journal (BMJ), as well as national and local newspapers. In the Weekly Dispatch, a national newspaper, we see Rion’s crusade, whereas in local newspapers we see local reactions to the crusade, where the method was available, and the persistence of twilight sleep maternity homes. Digitised newspaper archives offer insight into previously unrecongnised debates, providing a very different picture of the twilight sleep story in Britain compared with using articles in medical journals alone. Furthermore, the recent digitalisation of valuable newspaper sources perhaps in part explains why the significance of the twilight sleep movement in Britain has been overlooked by historians. By focusing on the importance of popular newspapers in building support for twilight sleep, this dissertation also builds on recent histories of ‘communicating reproduction’. As Hopwood et al have argued, historians should ‘investigate at all systematically how major traditions and innovations have depended on communication’ (Hopwood et al. 2015, 381).

Twilight sleep will first be considered as an international movement, with a particular focus on how it came to be known in Britain, before a discussion of the British advocates and critics of twilight sleep. Having outlined the context for the Weekly Dispatch’s crusade, themes found in Rion’s articles will be explored, followed by a discussion of the medical reception of both twilight sleep and Rion’s writing. Finally, I turn to the years after the crusade and consider its wider legacy.

AN INTERNATIONAL HISTORY
Following the publication of Gauss’ paper in 1906, news of twilight sleep spread among both the American and British medical communities, generating a mixed reaction. Trials of the treatment took place in a Philadelphia lying-in hospital in 1908 and in the Women’s and Children’s Hospital of Chicago around the same time (Wolf 2009, 50–51). However, in 1914, twilight sleep was introduced to American society as an entirely new discovery in an article published in the McClure’s magazine, a New York-based monthly periodical. The article detailed the experiences of wealthy American women who, on hearing of twilight sleep, had travelled to Freiburg to give birth under the experimental method. Following coverage in McClure’s, twilight sleep became popular in New York and other major cities along the East Coast, including Chicago and Boston (Cassidy 2018, 94; Beinart 1990, 120). The new Twilight Sleep Association publicised the method of twilight sleep and campaigned for its increased use among all classes of women (Caton 1999, 168). The leadership of the association were suffragists and as a result many of their tactics mirrored those used in the suffrage movement. Rallies to spread the idea of painless childbirth encouraged women to fight for this ‘revolutionary’ treatment by applying pressure on medical professionals mirrored contemporary suffragette demonstrations (Leavitt 1980, 154).

However, just over a year following the McClure’s article, support for twilight sleep began to wane. Leavitt suggests that one reason for the demise of twilight sleep lay in its success: pressure from patients demanding the treatment led doctors untrained in the Freiburg way to administer the drug, giving varied results, and reports of adverse affects on babies invited public concern. Furthermore, Mrs Carmody, a leading advocate of twilight sleep died during childbirth in August 1915. While twilight sleep had been used during her birth, doctors and her husband insisted her death was not due to its use, instead attributing it to a haemorrhage. Nonetheless, Carmody’s death harmed the twilight sleep movement as women began to question its safety. Furthermore, Carmody’s neighbour spoke up against twilight sleep and started a new movement to abolish its use (Leavitt 1980, 163; Wolf 2009, 60). An English doctor attributed the rise and fall of twilight sleep in America to the ‘national trait of “whole-heartedness”’ (Greenwood 1918, 11).

While enthusiasm in America waned in 1915, the twilight sleep movement in Britain was only just beginning. In July 1907, a summary of a second paper by Gauss, reporting favourably on 1000 cases, was published in the BMJ (BMJ 1907, 10). The
following year, Professor Kronig spoke at the annual meeting of the BMA. Following Kronig’s speech, a Scottish doctor, Robert Buist, then reported his success in using twilight sleep and reassure attendees that there were no ill effects on the mother or child (Buist 1908, 808–9). Subsequently, there was intermittent discussion of twilight sleep, though termed ‘Scopolamine-Morphine’, among doctors in the BMJ. In the edition following the report of Buist’s speech at the annual meeting of the BMA, a piece in the correspondence section written by Buist answered questions he had received in response, indicating his speech promoted considerable interest (Buist 1908a). A discussion between Buist and ‘F.M.’ continued in the subsequent two issues of the BMJ (F. M 1908, 1409; Buist 1908b, 1525). Other articles of note during this period include a report by Halliday Croom, discussing his successful results in 62 cases where the treatment was used, a study by J R Freeland and B A H Solomons, two doctors who practised at the Rotunda Hospital in Dublin, and a report by Dudley Corbett, a doctor working in Lambeth General Lying-in Hospital (Corbett 1911; Freeland and Solomons 1911; ‘An Epitome Of Current Medical Literature’ 1909). Both Freeland and Solomons’ study and Dudley Corbett’s report describe favourable results, and discussion of these results is included in the penultimate chapter, entitled ‘the British success’, of ‘Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep’ (Ver Beck 1915, 234–38).

In the lay press, interest in twilight sleep began only in 1914 when British newspapers published reports of an article in an American magazine that was having a big impact on American society—this was the McClure’s article on twilight sleep. Several newspapers gave summaries of the piece, with the Liverpool Echo emphasising how quickly the mother recovered and the Hull Daily Mail stating the reduced fatigue to mother and child (Liverpool Echo 1914, 4; Hull Daily Mail 1914, 4).

Early British coverage appealed to women’s changing role in society and highlights women’s agency in making choices in childbirth. With increasing numbers of women in employment, further amplified by the war, women were wanting to resume their normal activities sooner after childbirth. At the time, it was the custom for middle-class women to remain in bed for an extended period of time, whereas a woman mentioned in the McClure’s article was able to walk around the room the day after giving birth (Scovil 1896, 289). This feature of twilight sleep seemed particularly to appeal to the middle-class audience, demonstrating what women, as consumers, wanted. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the image of women changed from the delicate and weak Victorian invalid to the more robust woman of the early twentieth century. The eagerness of Edinburgh doctors towards twilight sleep, to the doctors adopt this method will the doctors have to give in and meet the demand’. Rion made clear her great admiration for Long as one of the relatively few female doctors at the time and using her position to promote the interests of women within the medical community (Heggie 2015; Ver Beck 1915, 49). Rion also wrote about Halliday-Croom with much respect and admiration: ‘he is such a great man in every sense’ (Ver Beck 1915, 43). By contrast, Rion considered Buist ‘not at all in sympathy with the efforts of mothers’. Buist believed that twilight sleep should only be used in cases where labour becomes distressing and that women should leave the decision as to whether to use twilight sleep with the practitioner, whereas Rion was campaigning for the mother’s choice. Furthermore, Buist believed the suffering of women in childbirth to be overstated. Rion strongly disagreed with this sentiment. Later on in the book, when discussing Dr Corbett, who left his maternity home where twilight sleep was used for a position in St. Thomas’ hospital, Rion described him as having ‘forsaken this branch of medicine’. The term forsaken again shows Rion’s disappointment in doctors who were not committed to her vision of providing twilight sleep to all women.

Furthermore, the fact that many of the doctors who advocated the use of twilight sleep were from Scotland, and specifically had links with Edinburgh, reflects the experimental culture that existed within the Edinburgh obstetric community at the time. Two physicians mentioned in ‘Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep’ were Scots with strong links to Edinburgh. Halliday Croom trained in Edinburgh and later became Professor of Midwifery in the University of Edinburgh, while working as consulting physician in the Maternity Hospital—a position Simpson once occupied (‘SIR JOHN HALLIDAY CROOM, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.P, F.R.C.S.Edin’ 1923). Robert Buist also completed some of his medical studies in Edinburgh, as well as serving as an assistant physician in the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, before being appointed as a lecturer in Dundee (‘Robert Cochran Buist’ n.d.). An Edinburgh doctor wrote part of the Weekly Dispatch article published on 6 August 1916, where he named Edinburgh as the ‘city of twilight sleep’, linking the eagerness of Edinburgh doctors towards twilight sleep, to the discovery of chloroform in the city around 70 years previously. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, medicine in London was dominated by the ‘greats’. The greats were elite practitioners who often had lucrative practices, where they attended to wealthy patients. The great views medicine as an art, and not an
experimental science, and resisted new scientific developments to diagnose, treat and prevent illness (Lawrence 1985, 507). Edinburgh was a much smaller city than London, and therefore, there was a limited supply of wealthy patients. As a result, Edinburgh physicians relied on teaching and publications more heavily than London physicians, which created an experimental academic culture within Edinburgh’s medical community, with a willingness to entertain new ideas (Al-Gailani 2013, 31–46). Furthermore, the Royal Maternity Hospital provided relatively large numbers of patients on which to practise the technique on, again highlighting the difference between Edinburgh and London, where twilight sleep was a desirable treatment, often given in private maternity homes and limited to the wealthy by its price. Against this backdrop, twilight sleep thrived in Edinburgh, particularly with the support of Halliday-Croom. Discussions in the BMJ highlight that Halliday-Croom’s technique for administering twilight sleep differed from the Freiburg method. Again, this demonstrates the experimental culture of Edinburgh in the early twentieth century. Halliday-Croom’s experimentation also highlights that at the time, there was no drug regulatory authority to approve drugs or stipulate dosage. The lack of central testing and dosage could have been one reason for the failure of the twilight sleep campaign, as it was never unanimously determined to be beneficial or harmful, and frequently dosage was blamed for failure of the technique by its advocates (Kröning 1908, 807). As well as a lack of a drug regulatory body, further hallmarks of the era are present in the debate over twilight sleep.

Throughout the writings of Rion, and other sources from the time, we see a concern about the declining birth rate. Fear of childbirth was named by many as one cause of the declining birth rate, alongside other factors such as use of contraceptives and venereal disease (Greenwood 1918, 23). Advocates of twilight sleep, both women and doctors, frequently appealed to these concerns. They argued that giving women access to twilight sleep and thus removing pain, the source of fear, from birth, would cause the birth rate to increase. In the early twentieth century, a young, healthy population was needed to work in industry, make up the military and maintain the British empire (Pickstone and Cooter 2013, 7). It was seen as the women’s role within society to bear children to supply the needs of the state. Particularly when many thousands of young men were being killed on the battlefields, having children was seen as the female patriotic contribution to the war effort (Grayzel 2013, 26). An article advocating twilight sleep, featured in a 1917 edition of the Quiver, a weekly magazine, argued that the declining birth rate should cause alarm in the Empire as ‘empty cradles mean an empty country’ (Barnard 1917, 438).

Such views also were infected with eugenic concerns. The Quiver article also stated that the alarm should be intensified by the fact that the ‘yellow and black races are increasing space’. Similar ideas were also expressed in the Burton Observer in 1916 (Burton Observer and Chronicle 1916, 2). Writing in favour of twilight sleep, Lady Warwick asserted that women have a responsibility to the race to bear children, and anything that encourages that end should be promoted. Lady Warwick pointed out that ‘there is no shrinking from the women’s duty in black and yellow races’ and that a woman’s responsibility to bear children was also a responsibility to keep the ‘white man in his position’. These comments reflect anxieties about race degeneration that existed in the early twentieth century. An article in the Western Mail in April 1915 voiced concerns for the after the war the greatest growth of population will be in the lowest classes. The author stated that there was ‘no valid excuse for the better classes avoiding the duties…of parentage’, which reflects ideologies of the time (Western Mail 1915, 7). In the early twentieth century, eugenic thought encouraged health policies that aimed to prevent reproduction of those who had ‘undesirable’ traits, which were often considered to be found among the poor, and encourage reproduction of desirable traits, considered to be found among the more wealthy in society (Pickstone and Cooter 2013, 7; Soloway 1995, 639).

As mentioned previously, the twilight sleep movements in Britain and America were both led by women. While some physicians also advocated for the use of twilight sleep, many physicians were cautious of twilight sleep, leading to them being labelled as timid and insensitive to the plight of women (Caton 1995, 780). Critics of twilight sleep were found both in the medical profession and also among laypeople. Objections to twilight sleep were mainly based on the risks and lack of evidence, as well as the availability of facilities, skill and time needed. There were also cultural and religious objections towards pain relief in labour.

Safety concerns were a very common objection to twilight sleep. A BMJ article in May 1915, a month after Rion’s book was published, stated that twilight sleep posed risks to both mother and child and that although it was desirable to make labour painless, it was not yet possible to do so without risk (Reports Of Societies 1915a, 893). Safety concerns also led the author of an article in the Athenaeum, a literary magazine, in 1915 to label Rion’s Painless Childbirth as ‘dangerous’ as it advocated the use of two ‘deadly’ drugs. While the article recognised the benefits of twilight sleep in some cases, it stated that ‘on the whole, the verdict of medical opinion is against routine use’, which, having looked at discussion in the BMJ, appears to be true. The article concluded by stating that ‘the illustrations add nothing to the value of the book’, implying that the images did little to convince this reader of the safety of twilight sleep (Painless Childbirth in Twilight Sleep.’ 1915, 385).

Other physicians believed twilight sleep to be safe and effective but impractical for use due to the physician’s time, need for specialist training and ward conditions required. A BMJ article in May 1915, commenting on Painless Childbirth, casts doubt on Rion’s scientific authority by highlighting inaccuracies in her writing. However, having assessed Rion’s claims and other reports of the success of twilight sleep, the author did conclude that twilight sleep appeared successful in the majority of cases where there were ideal conditions, although the author held reservations about the technique on account of its failures. He also concluded that ward conditions were far from ideal for using twilight sleep, thus limiting its use.

While many objections were based on the risks and lack of evidence and facilities, some objections were based on cultural expectations of women. A common argument, used both for and against twilight sleep, was that as women became more civilised they became more sensitive to the pains of labour, they had come to demand pain relief. The physician blamed this state of affairs on ‘the teaching of twilight sleep and emancipation of women and raising them to be equal in work with the opposite sex’ (Bonney 1920, 97). Through this comment, we can see how the twilight sleep campaign was not just a campaign for pain relief in labour but linked to wider cultural issues, such as a women’s position in society and right to education. Historian Lauren MacIvor Thompson argues that advocating for better health for women had been part of the feminist movement since the emergence of such movements in the 1840s. Included in this advocacy for better health was encouraging women to study medicine, as well as campaigning for better treatments and access to services (MacIvor Thompson 2019, 68).

Besides the men who perceived women as becoming more sensitive to pain, some women also held this view (Bourke 2014a, 211). Mrs Hampton, whose letter was published in the
It was amidst these debates that Hanna Rion embarked on her 'CRUSADE' of labour and are heavy laden and I will give you rest’, using it to quoting another verse from the Bible: ‘come unto me all ye who 1916b, 7). However, the following week, a surgeon replied by heeded the moral law of God and teachings of Christ (Rion 'deterrent' of the pain of childbirth, twilight sleep risked encour- concerns about social morality, claiming that by removing the would be to ‘interfere with and deflect the course birth was a ‘divine and natural law’ and that to relieve the pain emphasised and appealed to the medical duty of doctors to alle- viate pain during labour, now that this option was available, a possibility once unimaginable. MacIvor Thompson argues that at the heart of the twilight sleep campaign was a belief that eliminating female reproductive pain had the power to establish a new political order, where women were equals with men (MacIvor Thompson 2019, 68).

Some critics of twilight sleep argued that women should not use pain relief during labour as it was God’s curse on women for the sin of Eve, recorded in Genesis 3, an argument that James Young Simpson had also faced on his discovery of chloroform (Snow 2008, 80). In a letter directed towards Rion in the Weekly Dispatch in 1916, Revd. Brooks stated that suffering in child- birth was a ‘divine and natural law’ and that to relieve the pain of labour would be to ‘interfere with and deflect the course of natural law, ordained by God’. In the opinion of Brooks, it was against the will of God to use anaesthetics such as twilight sleep in childbirth. From religious concerns, Brooks moved to concerns about social morality, claiming that by removing the ‘deterrent’ of the pain of childbirth, twilight sleep risked encour- aging immorality and intensifying evils. For Brooks, the move- ment was evil and was not to be encouraged by anyone who heeded the moral law of God and teachings of Christ (Rion 1916b, 7). However, the following week, a surgeon replied by quoting another verse from the Bible: ‘come unto me all ye who labour and are heavy laden and I will give you rest’, using it to argue that everything which relieved human pain and suffering was in harmony with the word of God (Weekly Dispatch 1915b).

THE WEEKLY DISPATCH CRUSADE

It was amidst these debates that Hanna Rion embarked on her Weekly Dispatch campaign. From 11 June, Rion wrote a weekly column until 15 October that same year. Columns, such as Rion’s, featured as ‘open letters’ in newspapers, often expressing the views of the author, and promoting discussion and corre- spondence. In her articles, Rion used a variety of tactics to convey the struggle of women and advocate the use of twilight sleep. These tactics included recounting tales of successful twilight sleep cases where healthy babies were born, to silence any doubts about safety. Rion also rallied women to demand this treatment, echoing the calls of the suffragettes. Additionally, Rion appealed to the benefits that twilight sleep could have on the birth rate, and called for changes within society to overcome barriers to women being able to access pain relief in labour.

Rion’s first article, on 11 June 1916, discussed the village of Poppleton where the first Twilight Sleep home in the country was located (Rion 1916a, 5). In the article, Rion included posi- tive accounts from mothers to reassure her readers of the success and safety of the treatment and encourage more women to use twilight sleep. Rion ended the article by describing the beauty of a twilight sleep baby she had visited and then included a quote from the father stating that the child had never had to have any medicine. As with the images which appear in Painless Childbirth, Rion again emphasised how twilight sleep did not harm the babies, in fact, they appeared the image of health. Throughout the series, Rion continued to provide accounts from twilight sleep mothers, often detailing their fears about childbirth and how twilight sleep was even better than they could have imagined. For example, on 27 August, Rion discussed a Mrs Stanley Wrench, who was so fearful of giving birth that she had resigned herself to childlessness. However, on reading about twilight sleep, Wrench and her husband decided to have a child. On waking from her twilight sleep, she described herself as being in the ‘perfect state of health’ (Rion 1916f, 6). In giving these accounts, Rion offered hope for women in similar situations, such as those forgoing motherhood due to fear of the pain. As well as informing women of the benefits of twilight sleep, and providing evidence in the form of testimonies from women who had used it successfully, Rion encouraged women to fight for their right to access the treatment. Rion placed herself as the figurehead of all women, speaking up for their concerns, as well as using her platform to rally women and call them to arms. On 9 July, Rion stated that ‘childbirth is a mother’s affair and they have a right to fight for it’ (Rion 1916d, 6). The following month, Rion’s article contained an advert calling for women to purchase her translation of Gauss’ 1906 paper, ‘Childbirth in Artificial Twilight Sleep’, and send it to their doctors, encouraging women to actively participate in the campaign (Rion 1916f, 6). Many aspects of the twilight sleep movement in Britain, as in America, mirrored the suffrage movement, with Rion calling women to unite and fight for the good of all women.

Rion also presented nurses as allies to the twilight sleep move- ment, claiming they understood the pains of childbirth, being women themselves. In the 16 July article, Rion wrote that nurses were responding to her calls and offering homes or helping search for new ones, to be used as twilight sleep homes. Rion asserted that nurses ‘are evidently with the mother’s heart and soul – because they are women, and they know what women have suffered’ (Rion 1916c, 6). However, Rion also noted that nurses are reliant on doctors to work in twilight sleep homes, reflecting again on how women were ‘helpless in the hands of doctors’, or men in general (Rion 1916c, 6).

In calling women to fight for twilight sleep, Rion used emotive language to present doctors who opposed the movement as enemies. Rion ‘dared to scale the Chinese Wall of medical resist- ance’ (Rion 1916d, 6). Her metaphor highlights that questioning medical authority in the lay press and demanding treatment was not a common practice at the time. Towards the end of the Weekly Dispatch crusade, Rion reflected that she had ‘fought the prej- udice of the doctors single-handed’ and ‘stood alone with almost the entire British Medical Profession at her throat’ (Rion 1916, 9). In these two extracts, we are presented with a picture of Rion...
boldly standing up to the medical profession, with the best interests of all mothers at the heart of her cause. These two extracts also imply that by the end of the campaign, the overwhelming opinion of the medical community had changed to be in favour of twilight sleep. However, having looked at articles in the *BMJ* from the time, medical opinion continued to be divided as to the safety and efficacy of twilight sleep. Rion, then, presented the story to further promote twilight sleep by leading the reader to conclude that doctors were overwhelmingly supportive of twilight sleep. As well as establishing her medical authority, by claiming to have spent 10 months researching twilight sleep before publication of *Rainless Childbirth*, Rion also used examples of doctors supportive of twilight sleep to add medical authority and weight to her cause (Rion 1916h, 7). In her article on 16 July, Rion discussed a doctor who used twilight sleep on his wife, such was his trust in the therapy. The doctor himself, in a quote Rion includes in her article, stated that he does ‘not think a man could furnish more striking testimony of his faith’ (Rion 1916e, 7).

As other British advocates of twilight sleep did, Rion appealed to the benefits that twilight sleep could have on the birth rate to add further weight to her arguments. The frequency that Rion appealed to the birth rate in her articles reflected broader concerns present within the nation at the time of writing. Rion appealed to anxiety about the falling birth rate, linked to the British army and empire in employing this argument for the use of twilight sleep and offering a solution to the men who governed the country. Rion issued a warning to those in authority that if they withheld twilight sleep, and therefore painless births, from women, the birth rate would continue to fall (Rion 1916b, 7). The *Weekly Dispatch* primarily appealed to a working class audience, frequently denouncing the wealthy classes (Grant 1872, 42). In the early twentieth century, it was the most popular Sunday newspaper, with two million copies being sold each week by 1947 (Staveley-Wadham 2020). Its popularity and large circulation meant that those in the upper classes were aware of its contents. Articles in the *BMJ* make it clear that eminent doctors were aware of discussions within the *Dispatch*, as there are references to discussions of twilight sleep in the ‘lay press’ (Haultain and Swift 1916, 515). Therefore, it can be inferred that those in positions of authority were also aware of the campaigns within the *Dispatch*, due to the large number of the public who were reading and discussing Rion’s articles. In her articles, Rion frequently recounted the horrors of childbirth and stories of fearful pregnant women with deep sympathy. Rion used terms such as ‘burden’ to describe the women’s ability, or duty, to bear children (Rion 1916c, 6). In the article on 9 July, Rion mentioned a doctor who criticised her for making women aware of the pains of birth, stating that ‘ignorance is bliss’ (Rion 1916d, 6). Rion replied that demand for knowledge and truth had taken the place of ignorance, again reflecting how the image of women was changing at this time: from an innocent girl to an intellectual equal to man. The doctor implied that Rion had caused more problems by her public discussion of the pains of labour. Furthermore, the complaint illustrates that in 1916 it was not considered ‘proper’ to discuss medical matters in the lay press. However, Rion suggested that it is a ‘good sign of the times when women can compel the medical professional to study problems such as pain relief in labour’, indicating that this new format of discussion is seen as progress by her.

While some at the time held views that working-class women were less civilised and therefore less in need of pain relief during labour, Rion herself did not express these views, even suggesting that those were the women most in need of the therapy (Rion 1916i, 8; Bourke 2014b, 1289). An account of the first mother in London’s East End to use twilight sleep featured Rion’s article on 3 September (Rion 1916g, 7). The mother spoke of how crowds gathered around her house when they heard she was having the baby in twilight sleep and stayed until the baby had been born, such was the interest in the method. The mother was only able to experience twilight sleep as it was given at a reduced fee. Rion also recounted this story in her later book, *Golden Motherhood*. Following the account in this book, she discussed how some poorer women saw twilight sleep as an unnecessary, selfish expense, one which indulged themselves while robbing their children of necessities. Therefore, Rion called for the state to assist women in meeting the cost of twilight sleep (Ver Beck 1916, 111–12). To add further weight to her argument, Rion highlights that women were the ones providing soldiers of the future, therefore calling the state to provide for their needs. Through this argument, Rion was again appealing to those in power who believed that a powerful army and large population were needed to maintain a successful Empire.

Rion’s demands of the government reflected the demands of the National Twilight Sleep Association in America, which although led by upper-class women, aimed to enable women of all classes to access twilight sleep. The National Birthday Trust Fund was founded in Britain 13 years later in 1928, also by wealthy women. The National Birthday Trust Fund had the goal of improving health services for women and relieving their pains in birth, as well as improving nutrition for children. Historian Donald Caton draws parallels between these two organisations but, in overlooking the significance of the twilight sleep movement in Britain, neglects the continuity between the British twilight sleep movement and the National Birthday Trust Fund (Caton 1999, 167). Therefore, in calling for state assistance in covering the costs of maternity care and pain relief, Rion built on work of previous feminist campaigns, but also set a new precedent for campaigns by women’s organisations in the interwar years through her use of the media.

Rion ended her series in the *Weekly Dispatch* on 15 October. Her final article reflected on the changes in the use of twilight sleep in Britain over the previous 4 months. Rion noted that at the start of the series there was only one Twilight Sleep home in Britain and put the increased number of homes and availability of twilight sleep down to the campaign. Rion ends the article, and her crusade, by stating: ‘In years to come I’m sure the twilight sleep campaign will be remembered as one of the greatest services The *Weekly Dispatch* has rendered the people of the nation’ (Rion 1916k, 9).

### THE MEDICAL RESPONSE TO RION AND TWILIGHT SLEEP

Following the crusade, the verdict of medical professionals remained divided, with debates that had occurred before the campaign continuing. However, even some of those sympathetic to twilight sleep disapproved of Rion’s newspaper campaign as discussion of medical matters in the lay press was looked down upon at the time. In the 1870s and 1880s, the Royal Colleges demanded that disputes between medical men were kept within the profession, and not aired in public, to maintain a public image of a single, unified medical profession. Furthermore, the Central Ethical Committee, formed in 1902, discouraged doctors from giving named interviews or articles, addresses or photographs to the press. A report printed in the *BMJ* in 1923 advised that ‘discussions in the lay press on disputed points of pathology or treatment should be avoided; these find their appropriate opportunity in the professional societies and the medical journals’ (Nathoo 2009, 36). However, during the twilight sleep campaign, there were many occasions when medical men gave
After the Crusade

Following the cessation of her weekly articles, Rion published her second book, Golden Motherhood, in late 1916, which compiled many stories featured in her Weekly Dispatch series and pictures of healthy-looking twilight sleep mothers and babies. Rion discussed claimed side effects of twilight sleep, listing each one in turn and reassuring her readers of the safety of the method.

The pride of having a child born ‘in twilight sleep’ is evident in quotes from mothers in the book, as well as birth announcements in provincial newspapers that proudly used the phrase: ‘born in twilight sleep’. In the final chapter of Golden Motherhood, Rion outlines steps for action. Rion suggested that women ask their doctor his or her thoughts on twilight sleep and make an ‘unprejudiced investigation of it and of the medical standing of the men who have been employing it since 1907–8’. However, Rion instructed her readers not to demand anything from her doctor or to argue with him. Finally, Rion encouraged women to support twilight sleep doctors as they were fighting their battle.

Following her crusade, Rion wrote two further articles in the Dispatch a year later. The first article claimed that she had overcome the prejudice she faced from doctors in attempting to introduce twilight sleep into the country, implying doctors were no longer in opposition (Weekly Dispatch 1917, 7). However, articles in the BMJ still suggested much resistance. The second article, published the following week, looked back over the previous 12 months. Rion stated that the whole Empire owed her and the Weekly Dispatch a great debt, reaching people all over the globe. Rion listed some of the countries she had replies from: Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Jamaica, India, among many others. Rion also informed her readers that the campaign even led to a twilight sleep home being established in South Africa (Rion 1917, 4). The range of locations that Rion claimed to have received correspondence from is evidence of the wide-reaching impact of her campaign. In August 1918, Rion wrote another two articles in the Dispatch, which reported the continuing progress of the twilight sleep movement through success stories in different maternity homes (Rion 1918a, 2; Rion 1918b, 5).

Discussion in the medical and lay press continued, but with less intensity in the following years. Adverts for twilight sleep homes persisted into the 1930s, but slowly dwindled over the 1930s and completely disappeared around mid-1939, coinciding with the start of World War II.

Newspaper adverts for private maternity homes, which were mainly found in provincial newspapers, provide insight into the history of twilight sleep. Voluntary maternity, or lying-in, hospitals were places or charity where the poorer in society could receive maternity care, such as the Royal Maternity Hospital in Edinburgh, where Halliday Croom used twilight sleep extensively (Nutall 2011, 372; Western Mail (Wales) 1915). However, in the early twentieth century increasing numbers of women in the upper classes chose to give birth in private maternity homes, having given birth at home before (Gorsky et al. 2020, 190). Outside of Scotland, it was in private maternity homes that twilight sleep was most commonly found in Britain. As it was middle-class women who typically gave birth in private maternity, we see the group of women who were able to access and use twilight sleep (Marks 1996, 206–7; Beinart 1990, 121). Moreover, twilight sleep home advertisements illuminate the broad range of locations where homes were located, providing evidence that the technique was more widespread than historians have recognised. The persistence of advertisements for homes in the interwar years demonstrates the impact that the movement had. A study looking at the frequency of references to twilight sleep in the Lancet and the Times during the twentieth century shows limited discussion of twilight sleep in the Lancet, a medical journal, until around 1915 when references suddenly increased and appear for the first time in the Times, consistent with the publication of Painless Childbirth and the Weekly Dispatch campaign. Slowly references in the Lancet declined after the period of 1915–1919, the years which represent the twilight sleep movement. However, references in the Times increased in the years following the movement, mainly comprising adverts for twilight sleep maternity homes. Between 1925 and 1929, all 360 references to twilight sleep were in adverts for maternity homes (Barnett 2005, 310–15). As well as demonstrating the impact the movement had, this shows that the history of twilight sleep must be considered as more than a movement lasting a few years in the mid-1910s. Furthermore, it shows that the demand for the technique came from patients rather than medical professionals and that the demand remained strong for years. In April 1917, it was announced that the Poppleton maternity home was moving to a new building due to ‘ever-increasing demand’, demonstrating the continued enthusiasm for the technique despite the end of the Weekly Dispatch campaign (Gentlewoman 1917, 30). A letter in the Liverpool Echo on 1 December 1916 described the government as being in a ‘twilight sleep’ due to their inactivity and procrastination relating to naval welfare, and after 1935, all references to twilight sleep in the Times are in
a non-medical, metaphorical context (Liverpool Echo 1916, 6). This reflects how widely known the therapy had become.

Twilight sleep did not cease to be used due to replacement by another anaesthetic. Nitrous oxide-oxygen, an analgesic widely used during birth in Britain today, did not come to be commonly used until after World War II, despite having been first used for pain relief during labour in 1881 (Collins et al. 2012, 127). Furthermore, having campaigned for a form of pain relief during labour that rendered all control in the delivery room to the doctor, women increasingly campaigned for the de-medicalisation of birth. During the interwar years, there was a natural birth movement, which is particularly associated with Granty Dick-Read’s book, *Natural Childbirth*, published in 1933. Birth was presented as a physiological norm, rather than a pathological condition requiring pain relief.

Ann Oakley, commenting on the evolution of obstetric interventions, argues that maternity care can be explained as a strategy for the ‘social control of women’ (Oakley 1984, 2). While the control that twilight sleep gave doctors could be interpreted to fit this historical narrative, the case of twilight sleep in Britain suggests something more complex. The natural birth movement has often been seen as the start of women, as self-defined ‘consumers’, driving change in maternity provision and care (Al-Gailani 2018, 563; O’Hara 2013, 294–98). However, the twilight sleep movement demonstrates women attempting to gain control over how they gave birth, indicating that the consumer movement within maternity care began earlier than is currently appreciated (Johnson and Quinlan 2015, 1085). Additionally, Hilary Marland points out that in the twilight sleep movement it was women who were demanding an intervention, not physicians (Pickstone and Cooter 2013, 567).

Furthermore, the same themes that featured in the twilight sleep movement were also seen in the subsequent natural birth movement. Hence, we can historically place the natural birth movement as a progression from the twilight sleep movement. Concerns about the declining birth rate, which had featured frequently in discussions of twilight sleep, were ongoing in the interwar years and were also seen in arguments in support of natural childbirth. To increase the birth rate, childbirth was presented as natural and therefore not something to be feared. Moreover, proponents of natural childbirth stressed that bearing children and motherhood was women’s primary role and that the ill effects of civilisation had led to increased pain and difficulty in birth (Mosucci 2003, 168–73). This echoed Kronig’s belief that civilisation had increased women’s sensitivity to pain (Caton 1999, 136–37). Furthermore, the movement was again led by middle-class and upper-class women (Johnson and Quinlan 2015, 1085).

**CONCLUSION**

Having explored the twilight sleep movement in Britain, Hanna Rion emerges as a key advocate for its use and leader of the campaign. Rion’s articles in the *Weekly Dispatch* formed a key aspect of the movement in Britain, reaching a wide audience, as well as separating it from previous campaigns by groups such as the Women’s Cooperative Guild (Scott 1998).

One impact of the *Weekly Dispatch* campaign was therefore to assist in opening up the lay press to medical discussion, identifying women as consumers rather than passive recipients of care. In both Britain and America, twilight sleep was highly contested among medical professionals and never fully adopted in either country. Furthermore, in both countries it was primarily advocated for by women, demonstrating that women did have agency in matters of childbirth, and that their voices and demands, as consumers, impacted the interventions provided. Through studying the twilight sleep movement in Britain we benefit from greater insight into the cultural views towards women and childbirth, as well as the concerns that were prevalent within society, and can understand them more fully. The backdrop of World War I and concerns about a declining population set apart the British twilight sleep movement from the movement in America. The declining birth rate was the issue most frequently quoted by those who encouraged the use of twilight sleep in Britain. The study of twilight sleep also enhances our understanding of the natural birth movement which followed, positioning the twilight sleep movement as a bridge between the discovery of chloroform and the natural birth movement. The twilight sleep movement can be viewed as a precedent for subsequent campaigns over the remainder of the twentieth century and the beginning of women in Britain becoming increasingly assertive in demanding ‘choice’ in childbirth. Still today, we see the controversial history of women’s choice and control in childbirth reflected in present conflicts between female agency and medical authority.1
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